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HOW TO READ THIS CHART

(comments and corrections are welcome; preferred contact is via intfiction.org forums)

COLOR CODING

 (orange)

 (yellow)

 (pale yellow)

COLUMN KEY

I7 action name the action name given to the action in Inform 7

I6 Verb the action identifier given to the action in Inform 6

out of world?

# params

first?

second?

default definition may cause what would be considered 
a genuine problem by most authors

default definition may cause what may be considered a 
genuine problem by a careful author interested in 
consistency of responses

default definition is inconsistent in a manner that may 
cause confusion to a new author but is unlikely to 
cause what would be considered a genuine problem in 
gameplay

whether or not the action is designated an “out of 
world” action in Inform 7

the number of “parameters” applicable to the action 
when parsing; a parameter is a meaningful part of the 
player’s input, either the name of an object or text 
corresponding to some other kind of value (e.g. a topic, 
a number, etc.)

the specification of the first parameter in the action’s 
declaration in the Standard Rules; a parameter that 
does not meet this specification will not be parsed

the specification of the second parameter in the 
action’s declaration in the Standard Rules; a parameter 
that does not meet this specification will not be parsed
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allows multiple?

pref held?

req light?

req touch 1?

req touch 2?

req carry 1?

req carry 2?

default outcome

whether or not the action allows multiple objects to be 
specified for the first parameter; this is determined by 
the grammar lines (Understand lines) provided for the 
action; where multiple objects are allowed, the type of 
token is specified (see DM4 section 31 Tokens of 
grammar)

whether or not the parser will give preference to an 
object “held” by the actor in cases where the player’s 
input was ambiguous (usually due to multiple identical 
objects being in scope); this is determined by the 
grammar lines provided for the action and the small 
influence that it exerts is usually outweighed by other 
aspects of the action’s definition

whether or not the action is declared as requiring light; 
some actions may deviate from naive expectations in 
order to allow them to occur in darkness

whether or not the action is interpreted by the parser as 
requiring a touchable noun; some actions may deviate 
from naive expectations because touchability is 
sometimes treated as a proxy for air-based transmittal 
of sensory information (e.g. odor and sound)

whether or not the action is interpreted by the parser as 
requiring a touchable second noun; some actions may 
deviate from naive expectations

whether or not the action is interpreted by the parser as 
requiring that the noun be carried by the actor; the 
parser will automatically generate a taking action for 
the noun in such cases, if it is not carried by the actor 
at the start of the action; note that in some cases 
carrying requirements are enforced by check rules that 
explicitly call for a taking action to be tried

whether or not the action is interpreted by the parser as 
requiring that the second noun be carried by the actor; 
the parser will automatically generate a taking action 
for the second noun in such cases, if it is not carried by 
the actor at the start of the action

whether or not the action is likely to count as 
succeeded according to internal action tracking 
records; “SUCCESS” means that the action will always 
register as a success, “SUCCESS*” (with asterisk) 
means that the action will register under certain 
circumstances (as explained in the notes on rules), and 
“FAILURE” means that the action will always result in a 
failure
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primary governing rule(s)

notes on rules

action variables

special rules for NPCs

notes on grammar

functional meaning of success

the rules most important to determining whether or not 
the action counts as a success; in some cases 
applicable rules are mentioned only in the “notes on 
rules” column

information on notable aspects of rule definition and/or 
their interaction; terminology used assumes some 
familiarity with the jargon of Inform 7 object definition

any action variables used by the action, which may be 
useful when crafting rules applicable to the action; in 
some cases these are not true action variables but 
global variables that may be of interest

in situations where rule definitions can only apply to 
actors that are not the player, the applicable rule(s) are 
listed here; additional information may be found in the 
“notes on rules” column

high-level notes on the grammar lines applicable to 
each action; this is most useful for identifying limitations 
on parsing that are not evident in the action declaration 
and for identifying “command word” associations that 
may not be expected by naive authors (and which may 
cause surprising parsing results in some cases)

a definition of what the registration of action “success” 
means in practice according to default rules, and 
therefore the meaning of any “if we have...” condition 
referencing the action; this may diverge from naive 
author expectations and/or from reasonable inferences 
drawn from output produced by rule operation
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I7 action name I6 Verb out of world # params first? second? allows multiple? pref held? req light? req touch 1? req touch 2? req carry 1? req carry 2? default outcome primary governing rule(s) notes on rules action variables special rules for NPCs notes on grammar functional meaning of success

answering it that ##Answer NO 2 thing topic NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS block answering rule (success)

asking it about ##Ask NO 2 thing topic NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS block asking rule (success)

asking it for ##AskFor NO 2 thing thing NO NO NO YES YES NO NO n/a

attacking ##Attack NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block attacking rule

burning ##Burn NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block burning rule

buying ##Buy NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block buying rule default command synonyms: purchase

climbing ##Climb NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block climbing rule default command synonyms: scale

closing ##Close NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

consulting it about ##Consult NO 2 thing topic NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS block consulting rule (success)

cutting ##Cut NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block cutting rule default command synonyms: chop, prune, slice

drinking ##Drink NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block drinking rule

dropping ##Drop NO 1 thing -- YES (multi) YES NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

eating ##Eat NO 1 thing -- NO YES NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS* no default synonyms

entering ##Enter NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

examining ##Examine NO 1 visible thing -- NO NO YES NO NO NO NO SUCCESS examine text printed (truth state)

exiting ##Exit NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS*

getting off ##GetOff NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

giving it to ##Give NO 2 carried thing thing NO YES NO YES YES YES NO FAILURE block giving rule

going ##Go NO 1 visible thing -- NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS*

inserting it into ##Insert NO 2 thing thing YES (multi-except) NO NO YES YES NO NO SUCCESS*

jumping ##Jump NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS report jumping rule default command synonyms: hop, skip

kissing ##Kiss NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block kissing rule / kissing yourself rule

listening to ##Listen NO 0/1 --/thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS ambient sound rule / report listening rule functional synonyms: hear

locking it with ##Lock NO 2 thing carried thing NO NO YES YES NO YES SUCCESS* no default synonyms

looking ##Look NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS other people looking rule

looking under ##LookUnder NO 1 visible thing -- NO NO YES NO NO NO NO SUCCESS standard looking under rule

opening ##Open NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

preferring abbreviated room descriptions ##LMode3 YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS

rule name is historical; it executes “stop the action” but is a 
report rule so action is not stopped, although report rule 
processing is halted; the “block answering rule response 
A” is a duplicate of the same response text given by rules 
applicable to asking it about; no default rules produce text 
for actors other than the player

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
only syntax uses reversed nouns / default command 
synonyms: say, shout, speak

The actor has made a verbal utterance of some kind, directed at the 
noun (which is limited to people only by the default grammar), using 
the exact words indicated by the topic understood. The noun must 
be touchable by the actor, so that, for example, a person in a 
cage (closed transparent container) cannot be successfully 
answered anything. Success carries no implication of any 
communication having occurred – neither from actor to noun (the 
answer) nor from noun to actor (any subsequent response in the 
same turn). While the action name implies that the utterance was 
made as a response to a question, this is not mechanically 
enforced by action-processing. Note that the second noun will be 
undefined (i.e. nothing) when this action is generated. Given the 
default command synonyms, there is little to inherently 
distinguish this action from “telling it about” (##Tell) in the 
Standard Rules.

rule name is historical; it executes “stop the action” but is a 
report rule so action is not stopped, although report rule 
processing is halted; the “block asking rule response A” is 
a duplicate of the same response text given by rules 
applicable to answering it that; no default rules produce text 
for actors other than the player

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
asking it for (##AskFor)

The actor has made a verbal inquiry of some kind, directed at the 
noun (which is limited to people only by the default grammar). The 
noun must be touchable by the actor, so that, for example, a 
person in a cage (closed transparent container) cannot be 
successfully asked anything. Success carries no implication of any 
communication having occurred – neither from actor to noun (the 
question) nor from noun to actor (any response in the same turn). 
While typical implementation would provide a response from the 
noun as part of the action-processing, this is not executed as an 
action of its own and is not recorded by action tracking. Note that 
the second noun will be undefined (i.e. nothing) when this action 
is generated. The significant difference between this action and 
those of answering it that (##Answer) and telling it about (##Tell) is 
the presumed intent of the player to character request information.

translate asking for to giving rule (modifies action) / 
asking yourself for something rule (modifies action)

if both noun and actor are the player, the “asking yourself for 
something rule” converts the action to taking inventory; if it 
is not the case that both noun and actor are the player, the 
“translate asking for to giving rule” converts the action to 
“asking <noun> to try giving <second> to <actor>”

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
asking it about (##Ask)

The actor has issued a verbal request to the noun (which is limited 
to people only by the default grammar) to perform an action (giving 
the second noun to the actor). Both the noun and the second 
noun must be touchable by the actor, so that, for example, a 
person in a cage (closed transparent container) cannot be 
successfully asked for anything, and a person carrying a glass box 
(closed transparent container) cannot be successfully asked for the 
box’s contents. The utterance of the request is counted as 
successful regardless of whether or not the noun obliges the actor 
by doing so (usually, though in rare cases a failure may be 
generated).

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default command synonyms: break, crack, destroy, 
fight, hit, kill, murder, punch, smash, thump, torture, 
wreck

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default command synonyms: light Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

standard report closing rule (success) // can’t close 
unless openable rule (failure) / can’t close what’s already 
closed (failure)

for success, noun must be openable and open; for actors 
other than the player, no message is produced for action 
failure

default command synonyms: cover, shut / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: switching off 
(##SwitchOff)

Through the efforts of the actor, a container constructed of a solid, 
impermeable medium (e.g. wood, metal, glass, plastic, force field) 
that optionally encloses space has been arranged to do so; this will 
prevent the contents of the container from being considered 
touchable to any actor that is not also inside the container.  
Alternatively, a portal (door) which can be configured to obstruct 
passage through it has been configured to do so. If the author 
defines any non-container, non-door objects as openable, the 
author must re-define the semantics of success accordingly.

rule name is historical; it is structured as a standard report 
rule

functional synonyms: l, look, read / functional 
synonyms may also apply to: examining (##Examine), 
looking (##Look), looking under (##LookUnder), 
searching (##Search) / by default verb word(s) do 
NOT apply to: asking it about (##Ask)

The actor has attempted to retrieve a specific set of recorded 
information (relevant to the topic provided) from the noun via 
unspecified interaction. The built-in grammar does not treat nouns 
that are people in a different manner than inanimate nouns, so 
consulting a person about something implies attempting to read 
something written on them or the like. Success carries no 
implication that the desired information has been retrieved. 
Note that the second noun will be undefined (i.e. nothing) when 
this action is generated.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default command synonyms: sip, swallow / by default 
verb word(s) do NOT apply to: eating (##Eat)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

standard report dropping rule (success) // can’t drop 
what’s already dropped rule (failure) / can’t drop what’s 
not held rule (failure) / can’t drop if this exceeds carrying 
capacity rule (failure) / can’t drop body parts rules (failure) 
/ can’t drop yourself rule (failure) 

for success, noun must be carried by the actor and, if in a 
container or on a supporter, the holder of the actor must 
have the carrying capacity to accept the noun; worn items 
will be silently taken (standard take) via the “can’t drop 
clothes being worn rule” and the dropping action will 
continue if this results in the noun no longer being worn by 
the actor; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: discard, throw / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: inserting it into (##Insert), 
putting it on (##PutOn), throwing it at (##ThrowAt) / 
functional synonyms: put / functional synonyms may 
also apply to: wearing (##Wear)

The actor has placed the noun onto the surface on which the actor 
is standing, using enough care to prevent damage to the noun.

standard report eating rule (success) // can’t eat unless 
edible rule (failure) / can’t eat other people’s food rule 
(failure)

for success, noun must be an edible carried thing; portable 
not carried edible things not enclosed by other people will 
be silently taken (implicit take) by the “can’t eat portable 
food without carrying it rule” and the eating action will 
continue if this results in the noun being carried by the actor; 
edible worn things will be non-silently taken off by the “can’t 
eat clothing without removing it first” rule and the eating 
action will continue if this results in the noun no longer 
being worn by the actor; for actors other than the player, 
no message is produced for action failure

The actor has ingested the noun in some manner. The noun is 
removed from play and no longer considered on-stage. As the built-
in action tracking does not record the actor part of an action, this 
must be recorded separately if of interest, and any actor-specific 
effect of the noun’s consumption should be applied to the actor 
during carry out or after rules.

find what to enter rule (success) / implicitly pass through 
other barriers rule (success) / standard report entering 
rule (success) // can’t enter what’s not enterable rule 
(failure) / can’t enter closed containers rule (failure) / can’t 
enter if this exceeds carrying capacity rule (failure)

for success, noun must be an enterable thing that does not 
enclose the actor and is not enclosed by the actor and (if the 
noun is a container or supporter) has enough carrying 
capacity to accept the actor and is not a closed container; 
enclosure is checked indirectly through use of common 
ancestor: the “can’t enter what’s already entered rule” 
blocks if the common ancestor is the noun, while the 
“can’t enter something carried rule” blocks if the common 
ancestor is the actor; attempts to enter doors or directions 
are converted to going actions, but note that the “basic 
accessibility rule” will independently cause failure of 
attempts to enter directions; if no noun is provided, the “find 
what to enter rule” will select the first enterable thing that 
is directly “in” the location as determined by object tree 
order (even if the selected item is out of scope) and use 
that – should no such thing be available, the command will 
not parse; the “implicitly pass through other barriers rule” 
attempts to execute the actions necessary to get the actor 
into/onto the holder of the noun – this routine may have 
minor lacunae in function; the “can’t enter what’s not 
enterable rule” relies on a weak method for detecting the 
verb word used, which may result in unexpected 
responses; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: cross / functional 
synonyms: get, go, run, sit, stand, walk / functional 
synonyms may also apply to: exiting (##Exit), getting 
off (##GetOff), going (##Go), removing it from 
(##Remove), taking (##Take)

The actor has successfully moved from “outside” to “inside”, where 
inside means an enclosed or semi-enclosed space (in the case of 
an enterable container), a bounded and/or elevated area on a 
surface (in the case of an enterable supporter). Alternatively, the 
actor has successfully moved through the interior space of a portal 
of some kind (in the case of an open door).

standard examining rule / examine directions rule / 
examine containers rule / examine supporters rule / 
examine devices rule / examine undescribed things rule

action is unusual in that it has no report rules for the actor – 
a series of carry out rules embed their own logic about 
applicability and do the printing of what is observed; the only 
report rule applies to actors not the player

report other people examining 
rule

default command synonyms: check, describe, watch, 
x / functional synonyms: look, l, read / functional 
synonyms may also apply to: consulting it about 
(##Consult), looking (##Look), looking under 
(##LookUnder), searching (##Search)

The actor has made a careful visual inspection of the noun, with 
relevant details about it being communicated (by one or more 
separate rules). Note that the Standard Rules do not require that 
the noun be touchable, only visible, so the Standard Rules do not 
cover a tactile inspection [cf. the searching (##Search) action]. Also 
note that, because this action generates text via carry out rules, 
it requires more work to customize the output in the case of a 
successful action; use of “stop the action”, “rule succeeds” or “rule 
fails” in a custom carry out rule will halt processing of the carry out 
rulebook (but not influence overall action success or failure), so this 
can be used to suppress built-in rules with appropriate rule 
placement.

standard exiting rule (success) / standard report exiting 
rule (success) / describe room emerged into rule 
(success) // can’t exit when not inside anything rule 
(failure) / can’t exit closed containers rule (failure)

for success, the actor must be in an open container – upon 
successful execution, the actor will be moved to the holder 
of the “solid object” including said container (e.g. if the actor 
is in a pocket modeled as a container part of a larger 
garment, the actor will move to the holder of the garment); if 
the actor is “directly in” a room that has a map connection in 
the outside direction, the “convert exit into go out rule” will 
convert the action to going outside; if the actor is on a 
supporter, the “convert exit into get off rule” will convert the 
action to getting off said supporter; for actors other than the 
player, no message is produced for action failure

container exited from (object, matched 
as “from”)

default command synonyms: leave, out / functional 
synonyms: get, stand / functional synonyms may also 
apply to: entering (##Enter), getting off (##GetOff), 
removing it from (##Remove), taking (##Take)

The meaning of success for this action varies depending on the 
circumstances of the actor when it is attempted. If the actor is within 
a container, the actor has successfully moved from “inside” to 
“outside”, where inside means an enclosed or semi-enclosed space 
(the enterable container), which may be a component of a larger 
object – in that case, the actor will end up in the same “place” as 
the larger object, whether that place is a room, container or 
supporter. [Note that this means for modeling a complex space 
such as a pit (enterable container) that includes a fissure (enterable 
container), the fissure must be contained by the pit. If the fissure is 
part of the pit, exiting the fissure is synonymous with exiting the pit.] 
If the actor is on a supporter, the actor has successfully moved 
outside of the bounded and/or elevated area of a surface (the 
supporter) via a getting off (##GetOff) action (which will be 
invoked automatically by the exiting action). If the actor is directly in 
a room that has a map connection in the “outside” direction, the 
actor has successfully moved from a particular designated space 
(the room) to another designated space (the room outside from the 
starting point) via a going (##Go) action with noun outside (which 
will be invoked automatically by the exiting action).

standard report getting off rule (success) // can’t get off 
things rule (failure)

for success, the actor must be either supported by or carried 
by the noun; upon execution, the actor will be moved to the 
holder of the “solid object” including the noun; for the player, 
report rules will generate a room description without use of 
a looking action (via routine LookAfterGoing(), so none of 
the looking action rulebooks will be processed); for actors 
other than the player, no message is produced for action 
failure

no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
entering (##Enter), exiting (##Exit), getting off 
(##GetOff), removing it from (##Remove), taking 
(##Take)

The actor has successfully moved from “on” a bounded and/or 
elevated area (a supporter) to “off” said supporter, which may be a 
component of a larger object – in that case, the actor will end up 
in the same “place” as the larger object, whether that place is a 
room, container or supporter. [Note that this means for modeling a 
complex surface such as a teleporter platform (enterable supporter) 
that includes a transmitter circle (enterable supporter), the circle 
must be on the platform. If the circle is part of the platform, getting 
off the circle is synonymous with getting off the platform.] Note that 
the comparable action for “getting out of” containers is exiting 
(##Exit).

action can only be successful if the block giving rule is 
disabled, in which case the “can’t exceed carrying capacity 
when giving rule” and “standard report giving rule” will apply; 
for success, the noun must be “held” (carried, worn) by 
the actor and the second noun must be a person not the 
actor who has enough carrying capacity to accept the noun; 
if the noun is worn by the actor, the “can’t give clothes being 
worn” rule will attempt to silently take off the noun and the 
giving it to action will continue if the result is that the noun is 
no longer being worn by the actor; upon execution 
movement of noun to second noun is instantaneous without 
intervening actions being processed; for actors other than 
the player, no message is produced for action failure

default grammar requires that second noun be a 
person / default command synonyms: feed, offer, 
pay

The actor has successfully transferred the noun from the actor’s 
immediate possession (i.e. carrying) to the immediate possession of 
the second noun (which is limited to people only by the default 
grammar). Note that disabling the “block giving rule” may be done 
universally (“The block giving rule does nothing.”) or specifically 
(“The block nothing rule does nothing when the noun is edible and 
the second noun is the dog.”) to enable a giving action.

move player and vehicle rule (success) / move floating 
objects rule (success) / check light in new location rule 
(success) / describe room gone into rule (success) // can’t 
go that way rule (failure) / can’t travel in what’s not a 
vehicle rule (failure) / can’t go through undescribed doors 
rule (failure)

going is a complex action that triggers many rules; for 
success, there must be a room or a described open door in 
the direction chosen (which serves as the noun), and if the 
actor has a holder that is not the room gone from then it 
must be an enterable vehicle; if there is a closed door in the 
direction chosen, the “can’t go through closed doors rule” 
will generate a silent opening action for said door and the 
action will continue if this results in said door being open; if 
the actor is on a supporter, the “stand up before going rule” 
will generate a silent exiting action (but does not 
immediately stop the action if there is a failure); if the holder 
of the actor is not a room and not an enterable vehicle, the 
“can’t travel in what’s not a vehicle rule” will block the action; 
if there is an undescribed door in the attempted direction, 
then a lookalike message to “can’t go that way rule 
response A” is generated; the “block vaguely going rule” will 
generate a message if no noun (direction or thing) is 
provided, and it will also interrupt action-processing, so it 
functions as would a check rule; note that the room gone to 
may be modified by the “determine map connection rule” 
after setting action variables; for actors other than the 
player, no message is produced for action failure

room gone from (room, matched as 
“from); room gone to (object, matched 
as “to”); door gone through (object, 
matched as “through”); vehicle gone by 
(object, matched as “by”); thing gone 
with (object, matched as “with”); note 
that object variable item-pushed-
between-rooms is an associated global 
variable that will be nothing unless the 
going action occurs as the result of a 
conversion of a pushing it to 
(##PushDir) action – see that entry

default command synonyms: run, walk / verb word(s) 
can also apply to: entering (##Enter)

The actor has successfully moved out of one designated space (the 
room gone from) to what is usually another designated space 
(normally but not necessarily the room gone to). Note that it is not 
necessary for origin and destination to be different rooms; going 
from a room to itself (for example, in an old-school style maze of 
twisty passages) also counts as a success by default. Also note 
that the built-in action tracking only takes note of the direction of the 
going action, and records neither origin nor destination – it is 
therefore almost useless for examining history. The visited property 
of rooms should be used to determine whether the player has 
visited a particular room.

standard inserting rule (success) / concise report 
inserting rule (success, multiple objects) / standard report 
inserting rule (success, single object) // can’t insert into 
what’s not a container rule (failure) / can’t insert into 
closed containers rule (failure) / can’t insert if this 
exceeds carrying capacity rule (failure)

for success, the second noun must be an open container 
that has enough carrying capacity to accept the noun; if the 
second noun is a container or the down direction, the 
“convert insert to drop where possible rule” will convert the 
action to a dropping action; if the noun is not “held” 
(carried, worn) by the actor, the “can’t insert what’s not 
held rule” will cause the actor to take (implicit take) the 
noun, and the action will continue if the result is the actor 
carrying the noun; if the actor is wearing the noun, the “can’t 
insert clothes being worn rule” will cause the actor to silently 
try removing the noun, and the action will continue if the 
result is that the noun is no longer worn by the actor; if the 
common ancestor of the “solid object” including the noun 
and the “solid object” including the second noun is the noun, 
the “can’t insert something into itself rule” will block the 
action; the “concise report inserting rule”  tries to stop the 
action when multiple objects are being inserted into 
something, but this only halts report rule processing and 
does not prevent action success because it is a report rule; 
for actors other than the player, no message is produced for 
action failure

functional synonyms: discard, drop, put, throw / 
functional synonyms may also apply to: dropping 
(##Drop), inserting it into (##Insert), putting it on 
(##PutOn), throwing it at (##ThrowAt), wearing 
(##Wear)

The actor has successfully placed the noun into the enclosed or 
semi-enclosed space of the second noun (a container), temporarily 
taking possession of the noun (i.e. carrying it) at an intermediate 
point in the process, if necessary.

The actor has jumped to an insignificant height without significant 
effort, resulting in no meaningful change to the actor’s spatial 
relationship with other nearby things. [Note that the only state 
change registered by default is the successful completion of the 
action.]

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
default command synonyms: embrace, hug

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

the “ambient sound rule” will select the current “touchability 
ceiling” as the noun if no noun is provided in the player’s 
command – this is the largest enclosed space (room or 
container) to which the actor has access for the purposes of 
touchability; error in “ambient sound rule” will print spurious 
message if listening in a closed container

The actor has paid attention to hearing any sound emanating from 
the noun – which, if not specified, will be interpreted as the location 
(a room) or the outermost container that can be reached by the 
actor – in a situation in which it would be considered possible to 
receive such auditory information. Note that the rules require the 
noun to be touchable, so it would not be possible for the actor to 
listen to, for example, a tiger in a cage (closed transparent 
enterable container) while the actor is outside the cage. The 
listening action is considered successful even if no significant 
sound is heard (which is what’s portrayed by the default report 
rule).

YES (2nd) standard locking rule (success) / standard report locking 
rule (success) // can’t lock without a lock rule (failure) / 
can’t lock without the correct key rule (failure) / can’t lock 
what’s already locked rule (failure) / can’t lock what’s 
open rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be a closed lockable unlocked 
thing and the second noun must be “held” (carried, worn, 
part of) by the actor and be the matching key of the noun; if 
the second noun is part of the actor, the action will be 
generated but an implicit take will also be generated (and 
fail by default), the same is not true for a worn second 
noun; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

The actor has caused the noun to enter a state of being locked [i.e. 
is no longer freely able to change its “openness” state via opening 
(##Open) and closing (##Close) actions], using the second noun 
(an item in the immediate possession of the actor or being worn by 
the actor) in some manner to do so. By default, the actor retains 
possession of the second noun.

declare everything unmentioned rule / room description 
heading rule / room description body text rule / room 
description paragraphs about objects rule / check new 
arrival rule

looking is a complex action that triggers a large number of 
rules – see discussions of “locale description” in built-in 
documentation for more detail on these rules; as with the 
examining action, text produced by this action is generated 
by carry out rules when the actor is the player; if the actor is 
a person other than the player, the “other people looking 
rule” will produce text to indicate that the event occurred

room-describing action (action name); 
abbreviated form allowed (truth state); 
visibility count level (number); visibility 
ceiling (object)

default command synonyms: l / verb word(s) can also 
apply to: consulting it about (##Consult), 
examining (##Examine), looking under 
(##LookUnder), searching (##Search)

The actor has made a general visual survey of the actor’s 
immediate environment, which is the largest enclosing space (room 
or container) over which the actor has visibility (i.e. the actor’s 
current “visibility ceiling”). By default, the actor undergoes no 
significant motion (such as walking around the room) during the 
process, as implied by the fact that items in open containers will not 
be mentioned in the text produced.

as with the examining action, text produced by this action is 
generated by carry out rules when the actor is the player; 
the “standard looking under rule” uses stop the action, but 
this only halts carry out rule processing and does not 
prevent action success because it is a carry out rule; if the 
actor is a person other than the player, the “report other 
people looking under rule” will produce text to indicate that 
the event occurred

report other people looking under 
rule

default command synonyms: l / verb word(s) can also 
apply to: consulting it about (##Consult), 
examining (##Examine), looking (##Look), 
searching (##Search)

The actor has somehow managed to inspect an area 
“underneath” the noun without directly touching it, regardless 
of specific circumstances. The default message (from the “standard 
looking under rule”) conveys that the actor has somehow looked 
under the item, even if it is flush with its supporting surface or is a 
surface feature (component) of another thing. No intervening 
actions are generated, so, for example, looking under a pile of 
angry, poisonous snakes (which kill the player if an attempt to 
##Take them is made) produces text implying that the actor has 
momentarily levitated the snakes via telekinesis to determine that 
“nothing of interest” was found.

standard opening rule (success) / standard report 
opening rule (success) // can’t open unless openable rule 
(failure) / can’t open what’s already open rule (failure) / 
can’t open what’s locked rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be a not open openable 
unlocked object; if the noun is an opaque container that 
does not enclose the actor and that “holds” (contains) 
something, the “reveal any newly visible interior rule” will 
execute and stop the rulebook prior to execution of the 
“standard report opening rule”; for actors other than the 
player, no message is produced for action failure

default command synonyms: uncover, unwrap / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: unlocking it with 
(##Unlock)

In the context of the Standard Rules, a container constructed of a 
solid, impermeable medium (e.g. wood, metal, glass, plastic, force 
field) that optionally encloses space has been arranged to NOT do 
so; the contents of the container will now be considered touchable 
to any actor that is within the same visibility ceiling. Alternatively, a 
portal (door) which can be configured to obstruct passage through it 
has been configured to not do so. If the author defines any non-
container, non-door objects as openable, the author must re-define 
the semantics of success accordingly.

prefer abbreviated room descriptions rule [I6] / standard 
report preferring abbreviated room descriptions rule [I6]

action always registers as a success, even if already in 
“superbrief” mode

functional synonyms: short Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to request 
changing to abbreviated room descriptions. There is no obvious 
way that this out of world action can be thought to have failed under 
the Standard Rules. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause 
the action to fail, the result will still register as a success by default, 
even if the “lookmode” is not altered.
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I7 action name I6 Verb out of world # params first? second? allows multiple? pref held? req light? req touch 1? req touch 2? req carry 1? req carry 2? default outcome primary governing rule(s) notes on rules action variables special rules for NPCs notes on grammar functional meaning of success

preferring sometimes abbreviated room descriptions ##LMode1 YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS

preferring unabbreviated room descriptions ##LMode2 YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS

pulling ##Pull NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS* default command synonyms: drag

pushing ##Push NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

pushing it to ##PushDir NO 2 thing visible thing NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

putting it on ##PutOn NO 2 thing thing YES (multi-except) NO NO YES YES NO NO SUCCESS*

quitting the game ##Quit YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS quit the game rule [I6] default command synonyms: q

removing it from ##Remove NO 2 thing thing YES (multi-inside) NO NO YES YES NO NO SUCCESS*

requesting the pronoun meanings ##Pronouns YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS announce pronoun meanings rule [I6] functional synonyms: nouns

requesting the score ##Score YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS announce the score rule [I6]

requesting the story file version ##Version YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS announce the story file version rule [I6]

restarting the game ##Restart YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS restart the game rule [I6] no default synonyms

restoring the game ##Restore YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS restore the game rule [I6] no default synonyms

rubbing ##Rub NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS

saving the game ##Save YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS save the game rule [I6] no default synonyms

saying no ##No NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block saying no rule no default synonyms

saying sorry ##Sorry NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block saying sorry rule no default synonyms

saying yes ##Yes NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block saying yes rule default command synonyms: y

searching ##Search NO 1 thing -- NO NO YES YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

setting it to ##SetTo NO 2 thing topic NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block setting it to rule

showing it to ##Show NO 2 carried thing visible thing NO YES NO YES NO YES NO FAILURE can’t show what you haven’t got rule / block showing rule

sleeping ##Sleep NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block sleeping rule default command synonyms: nap

smelling ##Smell NO 0/1 --/thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS ambient odour rule / report smelling rule default command synonyms: sniff

squeezing ##Squeeze NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

swinging ##Swing NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block swinging rule

switching off ##SwitchOff NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

switching on ##SwitchOn NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

switching score notification off ##NotifyOff YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS

switching score notification on ##NotifyOn YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS

switching the story transcript off ##ScriptOff YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS switching the story transcript off rule [I6]

switching the story transcript on ##ScriptOn YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS switching the story transcript on rule [I6]

taking ##Take NO 1 thing -- YES (multi) NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

taking inventory ##Inv NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS print standard inventory rule

taking off ##Disrobe NO 1 thing -- NO YES NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

prefer sometimes abbreviated room descriptions rule 
[I6] / standard report preferring sometimes abbreviated 
room descriptions rule [I6]

action always registers as a success, even if already in 
“brief” mode

functional synonyms: normal Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to request 
changing to sometimes abbreviated room descriptions. There is no 
obvious way that this out of world action can be thought to have 
failed under the Standard Rules. If the author adds a rule that 
attempts to cause the action to fail, the result will still register as a 
success by default, even if the “lookmode” is not altered.

prefer unabbreviated room descriptions rule [I6] / 
standard report preferring unabbreviated room 
descriptions rule [I6]

action always registers as a success, even if already in 
“verbose” mode

functional synonyms: long Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to request 
changing to unabbreviated room descriptions. There is no obvious 
way that this out of world action can be thought to have failed under 
the Standard Rules. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause 
the action to fail, the result will still register as a success by default, 
even if the “lookmode” is not altered.

report pulling rule (success) // can’t pull what’s fixed in 
place rule (failure) / can’t pull scenery rule (failure) / can’t 
pull people rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be a portable not scenery thing 
that is not a person; the “can’t pull people rule response A” 
is a duplicate of the same response text given by rules 
applicable to pushing, rubbing, squeezing, touching and 
turning; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

The actor has applied traction to the noun (a thing or a component 
of a thing), in a direction toward the actor. The default message is 
ambiguous, implying either that no movement has resulted or that 
any movement undergone by the noun is insignificant. The 
structure of default rules to block this action in some cases implies 
that the actor should have a legitimate reason to expect that the 
noun might move, even if it does not.

report pushing rule (success) // can’t push what’s fixed in 
place rule (failure) / can’t push scenery rule (failure) / 
can’t push people rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be a portable not scenery thing 
that is not a person; there is no special treatment for 
things that are pushable between rooms, so the default 
responses can be misleading; the “can’t push people rule 
response A” is a duplicate of the same response text given 
by rules applicable to pulling, rubbing, squeezing, touching 
and turning; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: clear, move, shift, press 
/ verb word(s) can also apply to: pushing it to 
(##PushDir)

The actor has applied force to the noun (a thing or a component of 
a thing), in a direction away from the actor. The default message 
is ambiguous, implying either that no movement has resulted or 
that any movement undergone by the noun is insignificant. The 
structure of default rules to block this action in some cases implies 
that the actor should have a legitimate reason to expect that the 
noun might move, even if it does not.

can’t push unpushable things rule (failure) / block pushing 
in directions rule (failure) / can’t push vertically rule 
(failure) / can’t push to non-directions rule (failure) / can’t 
push from within rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be “pushable between rooms” 
(but not necessarily portable), the actor must not be 
enclosed by (carried by, contained by, supported by, 
part of, “held” by) the second noun, and the second noun 
must be a direction other than up or down; the “standard 
pushing in directions rule” will execute I6 routine 
ConvertToGoingWithPush() during check rules processing: 
in this stage the noun (pushed thing) is temporarily moved 
to the actor’s inventory (i.e. is carried by the actor), then a 
going action (using the second noun as its noun) is 
executed and action success or failure will depend on 
whether or not the player is in a new room or the same room 
after the going action has been processed; if that rule is 
removed or disabled, the action is blocked by default via the 
“block pushing in directions rule”; the noun’s position at 
the start of the action is not considered, and no actions 
are generated to remove it from a position in a container 
or on a supporter prior to continuing; no default rules 
produce text for actors other than the player

item-pushed-between-rooms is a global 
variable that functions similarly to an 
action variable; it is set in a detectable 
way only during a going action 
instigated by 
ConvertToGoingWithPush() and must 
be used in the context of rules 
governing that action – see that entry

default grammar requires that second noun be a 
direction / default command synonyms: clear, move, 
shift, press / verb word(s) can also apply to: pushing 
(##Push)

The actor has applied continuous force to the noun (a free-standing 
thing) in such a way as to cause it to transition from one designated 
space (a room) to another (usually but not necessarily a different 
room), and, in addition, the actor makes the same transition as the 
noun in the same period of time – a facet reflected by the 
automatically generated going (##Go) action. A strict 
interpretation of the world model state implies that the actor is 
carrying the noun during the invoked going action, and testing 
of the world model during the action’s execution will reflect that.

standard putting rule (success) / concise report putting 
rule (success, actor is player) / standard report putting 
rule (success, actor is not player) // can’t put onto what’s 
not a supporter rule (failure) / can’t put what’s not held 
rule (failure) / can’t put if this exceeds carrying capacity 
rule (failure) / can’t put something on itself rule (failure)

for success, the second noun must be a supporter with 
sufficient carrying capacity to accept the noun and not be 
the same thing as the noun; if the second noun is the 
direction down or is a supporter that directly supports the 
player, the “convert put to drop when possible rule” will 
change the action into a dropping action; if the noun is 
neither carried nor worn by the actor, a taking action (implicit 
take) will be generated for it, and action will be stopped if 
this does not result in the actor carrying the noun; if the 
noun is worn by the actor, a silent taking off action will be 
generated, and the action will be stopped unless the result 
is that the noun is no longer worn by the actor; the 
“concise report putting rule”  tries to stop the action when 
multiple objects are being put, but this only halts report 
rule processing and does not prevent action success 
because it is a report rule; for actors other than the player, 
no message is produced for action failure

verb word(s) can also apply to: dropping (##Drop), 
inserting it into (##Insert), wearing (##Wear) / 
functional synonyms: discard, drop, throw / functional 
synonyms may also apply to: dropping (##Drop), 
inserting it into (##Insert), throwing it at (##ThrowAt)

The actor has successfully placed the noun onto the bounded and/
or elevated area of the second noun (a supporter), temporarily 
taking possession of the noun (i.e. carrying it) at an intermediate 
point in the process, if necessary.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; the 
human player is prompted to confirm: if confirmation is 
provided, the game halts immediately, so success or failure 
is not applicable; if the human player decides not to quit, the 
action always registers as a success anyway

Success can have no meaning, as the result of success is 
termination of the game during the carry out stage of action-
processing. The compiler will accept report rules for this 
action, but they can never be executed in normal operation.

can’t remove what’s not inside rule (failure) / can’t remove 
from people rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be held (contained, supported, 
carried) by the second noun; if the second noun is the 
player object, the “can’t remove from people rule” will 
convert the action to “take off <noun>”; if none of the check 
rules listed stop or convert the action, the “convert remove 
to take rule” will convert the action to “take <noun>” and the 
removing it from action will fail if the result of that taking 
action is not success; for actors other than the player, no 
message is produced for action failure

verb word(s) can also apply to: taking off (##Disrobe) 
/ functional synonyms: carry, get, hold, take / 
functional synonyms may also apply to: entering 
(##Enter), exiting (##Exit), getting off (##GetOff), 
taking (##Take), taking inventory (##Inv), taking off 
(##Disrobe)

The actor has, via a successful taking (##Take) action, brought 
the noun into the actor’s immediate possession (i.e. the noun is 
now carried by the actor) from its original position within a 
container, on top of a supporter, or having been worn by the actor, 
or having been worn or carried by another person (the last two 
cases not being permitted by default). Note that default grammar 
will not allow an attempt to remove a component of something as 
this action.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; the 
action always registers as a success

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to display the 
correspondence of various recognized pronouns (e.g. him, her, it) 
to various things in the game universe. There is no obvious way 
that this out of world action can be thought to have failed under the 
Standard Rules. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause the 
action to fail, the result will still register as a success by default, 
even if the requested information was not displayed.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; the 
action registers as a success regardless of whether or not 
scoring is used in the game

primary command word (score) does not match 
action name / no default synonyms

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to display the 
current score of the game. Although it would be reasonable to 
fail this out of world action in a game that does not have a 
score, this does not occur. If the author adds a rule that attempts 
to cause the action to fail, the result will still register as a success 
by default, even if the requested information was not displayed.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; action 
always registers as a success

primary command word (version) does not match 
first word of action name / no default synonyms

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to display the 
game’s version information. There is no obvious way that this out of 
world action can be thought to have failed under the Standard 
Rules. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause the action to 
fail, the result will still register as a success by default, even if the 
requested information was not displayed. Note that the operation of 
this action’s carry out rule does not work the same way as the 
“display banner rule” – the command is intended to output 
standardized information from any Inform 7 game.

the human player is prompted to confirm: if confirmation is 
provided, the game restarts immediately, so success or 
failure is not applicable; if the human player decides not to 
restart, the action registers as a success anyway

Success can have no meaning, as the result of success is 
reinitialization of the game during the carry out stage of action-
processing. The compiler will accept report rules for this 
action, but they can never be executed in normal operation.

if the restore process is successful, the game state is 
replaced, so success or failure is not applicable; if the 
restore process is aborted or fails, the action registers as a 
success anyway

Success can have no meaning, as the result of success is total 
replacement of the game’s working memory and running state 
during the carry out stage of action-processing. The compiler 
will accept report rules for this action, but they can never be 
executed in normal operation.

report rubbing rule (success) // can’t rub another person 
rule (failure)

for success, the noun cannot be a person that is not the 
player; the “can’t rub another person rule response A” is a 
duplicate of the same response text given by rules 
applicable to pulling, pushing, squeezing, touching and 
turning; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: clean, dust, polish, 
shine, sweep, wipe

The actor has applied friction to the surface of the noun with the 
actor’s hand(s) or some other body part(s). By default, no 
significant change to the noun or the environment is assumed to 
have resulted.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; action 
registers as a success regardless of whether or not the 
save process is successful

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to save the 
current state of the game, presumably with the intention of 
resuming the game later via a restoring the game (##Restore) out 
of world action in a later session. Although it would be 
reasonable to fail this out of world action if the human player 
aborts the process or the interpreter is unable to complete the 
task, this does not occur. If the author adds a rule that attempts 
to cause the action to fail, the result will still register as a success 
by default, even if the game is not saved.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player; the 
presumed communication is between human player and 
narrator/parser, not between the actor and another party

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that the default text 
produced is as though the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) is responding to the implied narrator of 
the story (perhaps the parser or interpreter program itself).

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player; the 
presumed communication is between human player and 
narrator/parser, not between the actor and another party

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that the default text 
produced is as though the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) is responding to the implied narrator of 
the story (perhaps the parser or interpreter program itself).

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player; the 
presumed communication is between human player and 
narrator/parser, not between the actor and another party

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that the default text 
produced is as though the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) is responding to the implied narrator of 
the story (perhaps the parser or interpreter program itself).

standard search containers rule (success) / standard 
search supporters rule (success) // can’t search unless a 
container or supporter rule (failure) / can’t search closed 
opaque containers rule (failure)

for success, the noun must either contain (i.e. is a container 
under default circumstances) or support (i.e. be a supporter 
under default circumstances) a described not scenery thing, 
and it must not be a closed opaque container; note that 
searching most things will result in failure via the “can’t 
search unless a container or supporter rule” but also note 
that this rule produces text that implies success, even 
though the action will register as a failure; a successful 
action by the player lists the contents of the noun, omitting 
things concealed by it at the time the report rule is executed 
(so it may be desirable to use carry out rules to modify the 
concealment status of items to be revealed via a search); if 
the actor is a person other than the player, the “report other 
people searching rule” produces a message indicating that 
the event occurred; for actors other than the player, no 
message is produced for action failure

report other people searching rule functional synonyms: l, look / functional synonyms 
may also apply to: consulting it about (##Consult), 
examining (##Examine), looking (##Look), looking 
under (#LookUnder)

The actor has performed a visual and/or tactile investigation of the 
things in the noun (if the noun is a container) or on the noun (if the 
noun is a supporter). Whether or not the noun or its contents are 
touched in the process is ambiguous under Standard Rules: The 
requirement of a touchable noun implies that the inspection is done 
from very close range [cf. the examining (##Examine) action], but 
not necessarily via intensive tactile interaction, as concealed items 
are not revealed by default. Also, the information revealed is 
comparable to an examining action (but excluding details about 
the noun itself). Custom rules are required for any in-game 
utility.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default command synonyms: adjust / by default verb 
word(s) do NOT apply to: putting it on (##PutOn)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that the second noun 
will be undefined (i.e. nothing) when this action is generated.

if the second noun is the player, the “convert show to 
yourself to examine rule” will convert the action to “examine 
<noun>”; note that the “block showing rule” produces text 
that implies an event occurred, even though the action 
will register as a failure; no default rules for success are 
provided, so if the block rule is removed or disabled, they 
must be supplied; no default rules produce text for actors 
other than the player

default grammar requires that second noun be a 
person / default command synonyms: display, 
present

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that, although the action 
is destined to fail, the fact that it requires a carried noun means that 
a taking action (implicit take) will be generated for the noun if 
the actor is not carrying it at the start of the action.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

the “ambient odor rule” will select the current “touchability 
ceiling” as the noun if no noun is provided in the player’s 
command – this is the largest enclosed space (room or 
container) to which the actor has access for the purposes of 
touchability; error in “ambient odour rule” will print spurious 
message if smelling in a closed container

The actor has paid attention to smelling any odor emanating from 
the noun – which, if not specified, will be interpreted as the location 
(a room) or the outermost container that can be reached by the 
actor – in a situation in which it would be considered possible to 
receive such olfactory information. Note that the rules require the 
noun to be touchable, so it would not be possible for the actor to 
smell, for example, a bouquet of flowers in a clear plastic box 
(closed transparent not enterable container) while the box is not 
open. The smelling action is considered successful even if no 
significant odor is detected (which is what’s portrayed by the default 
report rule).

report squeezing rule (success) // innuendo about 
squeezing people rule (failure)

for success, the noun must not be a person; the “innuendo 
about squeezing people rule response A” is a duplicate of 
the same response text given by rules applicable to pulling, 
pushing, rubbing, touching and turning; for actors other than 
the player, no message is produced for action failure

default command synonyms: squash The actor has applied compressive force to the whole of or part of 
the noun with the actor’s hand(s) or some other body part(s). By 
default, no significant change to the noun or the environment is 
assumed to have resulted.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default grammar lines allow for dissimilar cases: 
held object (swing <noun>) and container/supporter 
(swing on <noun>) / by default command verb 
word(s) do NOT apply to: waving (##Wave)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that if implementing this 
action, it may be desirable to either adjust the grammar or 
implement two separate actions to resolve the default grammar’s 
ambiguity.

standard switching off rule (success) / standard report 
switching off rule (success) // can’t switch off unless 
switchable rule (failure) / can’t switch off what’s already 
off rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be provide the property switched 
on and not be switched off; for actors other than the player, 
no message is produced for action failure

no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
switching on (##SwitchOn) / functional synonyms: 
close, cover, rotate, turn, twist, screw, shut, unscrew / 
functional synonyms may also apply to: closing 
(##Close), turning (##Turn)

Through the efforts of the actor, a power control for the noun (a 
device) has been manipulated to deny power to the noun. Note that 
making this have an effect in the game is a matter of author effort in 
writing rules for the device.

standard switching on rule (success) / standard report 
switching on rule (success) // can’t switch on unless 
switchable rule (failure) / can’t switch on what’s already 
on rule (success)

for success, the noun must be provide the property switched 
on and not be switched on; for actors other than the player, 
no message is produced for action failure

no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
switching off (##SwitchOff) / functional synonyms: 
rotate, turn, twist, screw, unscrew / functional 
synonyms may also apply to: turning (##Turn)

Through the efforts of the actor, a power control for the noun (a 
device) has been manipulated to allow power to the noun. Note that 
making this have an effect in the game is a matter of author effort in 
writing rules for the device.

switch score notification on rule [I6] / standard report 
switching score notification on rule [I6]

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; action 
always registers as a success, even if scoring notification is 
already off

primary command word (notify) does not match 
action name / command word by itself means 
switching score notification on (##NotifyOff) / no 
default synonyms / by default verb word(s) do NOT 
apply to: telling it about (##Tell)

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to disable 
automatic notification of changes to the game score at the end of 
each turn. There is no obvious way that this out of world action can 
be thought to have failed under the Standard Rules. If the author 
adds a rule that attempts to cause the action to fail, the result will 
still register as a success by default, even if the requested 
information was not displayed.

switch score notification off rule [I6] / standard report 
switching score notification off rule [I6]

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; action 
always registers as a success, even if scoring notification is 
already on

primary command word (notify) does not match 
action name / no default synonyms / verb word(s) can 
also apply to: switching score notification off 
(##NotifyOff) / by default verb word(s) do NOT apply 
to: telling it about (##Tell)

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to enable 
automatic notification of changes to the game score at the end of 
each turn. There is no obvious way that this out of world action can 
be thought to have failed under the Standard Rules. If the author 
adds a rule that attempts to cause the action to fail, the result will 
still register as a success by default, even if the requested 
information was not displayed.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; the 
action always registers as a success, even if transcripting 
is already off

primary command word (transcript) does not match 
action name / functional synonyms: script / command 
word by itself means switching the story transcript on 
(##ScriptOn)

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to ask the 
interpreter to halt transcription (to an external text file or hard copy 
output via printing device) of the input and output text produced by 
the game for the remainder of the session. There is no obvious way 
that this out of world action can be thought to have failed under the 
Standard Rules. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause the 
action to fail, the result will still register as a success by default, 
even if the transcript is not stopped.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; the 
human player is prompted to provide a target file for 
transcript output;  action registers as a success even if 
transcripting is already active, the process is aborted by the 
user or the file cannot be created

primary command word (transcript) does not match 
action name / functional synonyms: script

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to ask the 
interpreter to commence transcription (to an external text file or 
hard copy output via printing device) of the input and output text 
produced by the game for the remainder of the session. Although 
it would be reasonable to fail this out of world action if the 
human player aborts the process or the interpreter is unable to 
configure the requested external communication channel, this 
does not occur. If the author adds a rule that attempts to cause 
the action to fail, the result will still register as a success by default, 
even if the transcript is not begun.

standard taking rule (success) / standard report taking 
rule (success) // can only take things rule (failure) / can’t 
take scenery rule (failure) / can’t take what’s fixed in 
place rule (failure) / can’t exceed carrying capacity rule 
(failure) / can’t take what’s already taken rule (failure) / 
can’t take what you’re inside rule (failure) / can’t take 
component parts rule (failure) / can’t take people’s 
possessions rule (failure) / can’t take other people rule 
(failure) / can’t take yourself rule (failure) / can’t take 
items out of play rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be an on-stage portable not 
scenery thing that is not a person, not part of something 
else, not carried or worn (or part of a solid object carried or 
worn) by any person (including the player), and not 
enclosing the player – in addition, the player object must 
have sufficient carrying capacity to accept the noun; if the 
player object does not have a sufficient capacity to accept 
the noun and the player “holds” (carries, wears, 
incorporates) a player’s holdall, the “use player’s holdall to 
avoid exceeding carrying capacity rule” will attempt a silent 
inserting it into action with the least-recently acquired unlit 
item carried by the player – if the result of any of this 
inserting it into action does not result in the targeted item 
being in the holdall, the taking action will fail; note that the 
“handled” property is applied to the noun by the “standard 
taking rule” (a carry out rule), so after or report rules which 
check this must use “was handled” instead of “is handled” to 
determine whether the noun was not handled when the 
action began; also note that handled is applied only if the 
actor is the player, which may not be expected; for actors 
other than the player, no message is produced for action 
failure

default command synonyms: carry, hold / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: removing it from 
(##Remove), taking inventory (##Inv), taking off 
(##Disrobe) / functional synonyms: get, pick / 
functional synonyms may also apply to: entering 
(##Enter), exiting (##Exit), getting off (##GetOff)

The actor has brought the noun into the actor’s immediate 
possession (i.e. the noun is now carried by the actor) from its 
original position within the game universe, and the noun will now be 
considered “handled”. Note that it is possible to tell whether the 
taking action is implicit or not (“if the implicitly taking activity is going 
on...”), but no built-in method exists for detecting whether the 
action was performed automatically as part of execution of a 
removing it from (##Remove) action.

as with the examining action, text produced by this action is 
generated by carry out rules when the actor is the player; if 
the player “holds” (carries, wears) nothing, the “print 
empty inventory rule” is used instead; for actors other than 
the player, the “report other people taking inventory rule” 
produces a message indicating the event

report other people taking 
inventory rule

primary command word (inventory) does not match 
first word of action name / default command 
synonyms: i, inv / functional synonyms: carry, hold, 
take / functional synonyms may also apply to: 
removing it from (##Remove), taking (##Take), taking 
off (##Disrobe)

The actor has taken the time to investigate the set of things carried 
or worn by the actor, and to note any major properties of those 
things (such as whether they are open or closed, or emitting light) 
and their contents, working through the items in the actor’s 
possession and recursively investigating the contents of any open 
containers. Note that, because this action generates text via 
carry out rules, it requires more work to customize the output 
in the case of a successful action.

standard report taking off rule (success) // can’t take off 
what’s not worn rule (failure) / can’t exceed carrying 
capacity when taking off rule (failure)

for success, noun must be worn by the actor and the actor 
must have the carrying capacity to take it into carried 
inventory; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: carry, hold / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: removing it from 
(##Remove), taking (##Take), taking inventory 
(##Inv) / functional synonyms: disrobe, doff, remove, 
shed

The actor has extricated the whole of or part of the actor’s body 
with the noun (a wearable thing) so that it is no longer worn and is 
instead a carried item in the actor’s immediate possession [cf. the 
wearing (##Wear) action].
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I7 action name I6 Verb out of world # params first? second? allows multiple? pref held? req light? req touch 1? req touch 2? req carry 1? req carry 2? default outcome primary governing rule(s) notes on rules action variables special rules for NPCs notes on grammar functional meaning of success

tasting ##Taste NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS report tasting rule no default synonyms

telling it about ##Tell NO 2 thing topic NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS* block telling rule (success) // telling yourself rule (failure)

thinking ##Think NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block thinking rule no default synonyms

throwing it at ##ThrowAt NO 2 carried thing visible thing NO YES NO YES NO YES NO FAILURE

touching ##Touch NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS

turning ##Turn NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

tying it to ##Tie NO 2 thing thing NO NO NO YES YES NO NO FAILURE block tying rule default command synonyms: attach, fasten

unlocking it with ##Unlock NO 2 thing carried thing NO NO YES YES NO YES SUCCESS*

verifying the story file ##Verify YES 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS verify the story file rule [I6] no default synonyms

waiting ##Wait NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS standard report waiting rule default command synonyms: z

waking ##WakeOther NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO FAILURE block waking rule

waking up ##Wake NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO FAILURE block waking up rule

waving ##Wave NO 1 thing -- NO NO NO YES NO NO NO SUCCESS*

waving hands ##WaveHands NO 0 -- -- n/a n/a NO NO NO NO NO SUCCESS report waving hands rule

wearing ##Wear NO 1 carried thing -- NO YES NO YES NO YES NO SUCCESS*

DEBUGGING VERBS ##ActionsOff ##ScenesOff ##TestScript

 * not included in a “released” story file ##ActionsOn ##ScenesOn ##TraceLevel

 * verb words have I6 “meta” bit set ##Glklist [Glulx only] ##Scope ##TraceOff

 * implemented only at I6 level, so no rules apply ##Gonear ##Showheap ##TraceOn

 * do not advance time ##Predictable ##ShowMe ##XAbstract

##RulesAll ##ShowRelations ##XPurloin

##RulesOff ##ShowResponses ##XTree

##RulesOn ##Showverb

unlike eating, the rules do not require that the noun be 
carried – a fact that can lead to surprising results

The actor has directly tasted the noun (which must be specified), 
presumably through direct application of the actor’s tongue (or 
equivalent anatomy) in an attempt to receive gustatory information. 
Note that the rules require the noun to be touchable, but not 
carried, so it is possible for the actor to taste, for example, a 
wad of gum stuck on a park bench, a person or animal, the sun 
(even if it was implemented as a backdrop), or any other thing 
considered to be in the room. The tasting action is considered 
successful even if no significant flavor is detected (which is what’s 
portrayed by the default report rule).

for success, the second noun must be an object not the 
player (the default grammar limits nouns to people); note 
that the “telling yourself rule” produces text that implies an 
event occurred, even though the action will register as a 
failure; also note that the name of the “block telling rule” is 
historical: it executes “stop the action” but is a report rule so 
action is not stopped, although report rule processing 
is halted; no default rules produce text for actors other than 
the player

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
no default synonyms

The actor has made a verbal utterance of some kind, directed at the 
noun (which is limited to people only by the default grammar and 
must by default not be the player), as part of an attempt to 
communicate something of significance about the topic serving as 
the second noun but not necessarily using the exact words of the 
topic. The noun must be touchable by the actor, so that, for 
example, a person outside of a phone booth (closed enterable 
transparent container) in which the actor is trapped cannot be 
successfully told anything. Success carries no implication of any 
communication having occurred – neither from actor to noun (the 
comment) nor from noun to actor (any subsequent response in the 
same turn). Note that the second noun will be undefined (i.e. 
nothing) when this action is generated. From a functional standpoint 
there is little to inherently distinguish this action from 
“answering it that” (##Answer) in the Standard Rules.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that the default text 
produced is as though the implied narrator of the story (perhaps the 
parser or interpreter program itself) is addressing the human player 
(i.e. real person entering commands at the keyboard).

futile to throw things at inanimate objects rule / block 
throwing at rule

if the noun is worn by the actor, the “implicitly remove 
thrown clothing rule” (placed first in the check throwing it at 
rules) will generate a silent taking off action for the noun, 
and if the noun is still worn by the actor after the noun, the 
action will be stopped; after this, the action will definitely be 
stopped, with the governing rule for failure depending on 
whether or not the second noun is a person; no default rules 
for success are provided, so if the block rule is removed or 
disabled, they must be supplied; no default rules produce 
text for actors other than the player 

default command synonyms: drop, discard / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: dropping (##Drop) / 
functional synonyms: discard, drop / functional 
synonyms may apply to: dropping (##Drop), inserting 
it into (##Insert), putting it on (##PutOn)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that, although the action 
is destined to fail, the fact that it requires a carried noun means that 
a taking action (implicit take) will be generated for the noun if 
the actor is not carrying it at the start of the action.

report touching things rule / report touching other people 
rule / report touching yourself rule

report rules applicable to nouns that are people (including 
the player) execute “stop the action” but the action is not 
stopped, although report rule processing is halted; note 
that the “report touching other people rule” produces text 
that implies an event has NOT occurred, even though 
the action will register as a success; the “report touching 
other rule response A” is a duplicate of the same response 
text given by rules applicable to pulling, pushing, rubbing, 
squeezing and turning

default command synonyms: feel By default, success means that the actor has attempted to make 
direct physical contact with something using the actor’s hand(s) or 
other appropriate portion of the actor’s anatomy, and, in cases 
where the noun is not a person and the actor is not the player, 
was successful in doing so, presumably in an attempt to obtain 
exploratory tactile information about the noun. The action counts 
as a success under all circumstances, despite the fact that the 
text produced by the special case above indicates that the 
actor has refrained from the attempt. Note that the “report 
touching other people rule”, which is responsible for the anomalous 
response, must be replaced rather than removed to address this 
discrepancy, as it functions consistently for people that are not the 
player.

report turning rule (success) // can’t turn what’s fixed in 
place rule (failure) / can’t turn people rule (failure) / can’t 
turn scenery rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be a portable not scenery thing 
that is not a person; the “can’t turn people rule response A” 
is a duplicate of the same response text given by rules 
applicable to pushing, pulling, rubbing, squeezing and 
touching; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

default command synonyms: rotate, screw, twist, 
unscrew / verb word(s) can also apply to: switching 
off (##SwitchOff), switching on (##SwitchOn)

The actor has applied rotational force (in either a clockwise or 
counterclockwise direction) to the whole of the noun (which may be 
only part of a larger “solid object”) with the actor’s hand(s) or some 
other body part(s). The default message is ambiguous, implying 
either that no movement has resulted or that any movement 
undergone by the noun is insignificant. The structure of default 
rules to block this action in some cases implies that the actor 
should have a legitimate reason to expect that the noun might 
move, even if it does not.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

YES (2nd) standard unlocking rule (success) / standard report 
unlocking rule (success) // can’t  unlock without a lock 
rule (failure) / can’t unlock what’s already unlocked rule 
(failure) / can’t unlock without the correct key rule (failure)

for success, the noun must provide the properties lockable 
and matching key and also be both lockable and unlocked, 
and the second noun must be the “held” (carried, worn) 
the actor and be the matching key of the noun; if the second 
noun is part of the actor, the action will be generated but an 
implicit take will also be generated (and fail by default), the 
same is not true for a worn second noun; for actors other 
than the player, no message is produced for action failure

functional synonyms: open, uncover, unwrap / 
functional synonyms may also apply to: opening 
(##Open)

The actor has caused the noun to enter a state of being unlocked 
[i.e. is now freely able to change its “openness”  state via opening 
(##Open) and closing (##Close) actions], using the second noun 
(an item in the immediate possession of the actor or being worn by 
the actor) in some manner to do so. By default, the actor retains 
possession of the second noun.

the relevant rule is placed in a carry out rulebook; action 
registers as a success regardless of whether or not the 
save process is successful

Success means that the human player (i.e. real person entering 
commands at the keyboard) has entered a command to ask the 
interpreter to perform a simple checksum operation on the story file 
to determine whether that checksum agrees with the value that the 
story file had at compilation, as a method of identifying whether the 
story file’s data has been corrupted in some manner. Although it 
would be reasonable to fail this out of world action if the 
checksum's stored and calculated checksums do not agree, 
this does not occur. If the author adds a rule that attempts to 
cause the action to fail, the result will still register as a success by 
default, even if the calculated checksum is deemed invalid.

The actor has spent a potentially significant amount of time 
observing the environment in a minimal manner and making no 
significant motion, such that no significant physical or mental 
change is experienced other than an awareness of the passage of 
time and any observable events that occur (and which, if occurring, 
are driven by causes other than the actor’s immediate and 
contemporaneous active influence beyond physical existence in the 
actor’s current position within the game universe). The period of 
time is by default defined as one minute within a 24-hour day, 
but this has no inherent significance in the game universe and 
may not be observable by the human player (i.e. real person 
entering commands at the keyboard) unless the game is configured 
to use a time-based display on the status line and/or the author 
includes output that makes use of the “time of day” global variable.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default grammar requires that noun be a person / 
default command synonyms: awake, awaken / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: waking up (##Wake)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules. Note that by default this action 
requires a touchable noun, which implies that close physical 
proximity and/or direct physical contact is necessary for the 
method used in the attempt, e.g. shaking the noun gently.

no default rules for success are provided, so if the block rule 
is removed or disabled, they must be supplied; no default 
rules produce text for actors other than the player

default command synonyms: awake, awaken / verb 
word(s) can also apply to: waking (##WakeOther)

Success must be author-defined; this action cannot be 
successful under Standard Rules.

report waving things rule (success) // can’t wave what’s 
not held rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be “held” (carried, worn, part 
of) the actor; for actors other than the player, no message is 
produced for action failure

no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
waving hands (##WaveHands)

The actor has applied motive force to the specified noun in 
alternating and opposite directions currently held in the actor’s 
hand(s) or some other body part(s) (i.e. carried), presumably with 
less speed than would qualify as “shaking” it (as this verb word is 
not recognized by the Standard Rules). By default, no significant 
change to the noun or the environment is assumed to have 
resulted.

no default synonyms / verb word(s) can also apply to: 
waving (##Wave)

The actor has waved the actor’s own hand(s) (or comparable limb-
like portion of the actor’s anatomy), presumably in an attempt to 
signal greeting to or attract the attention of another person. By 
default, no change to the environment or any other person’s mental 
state is assumed to have resulted.

standard wearing rule (success) / standard report 
wearing rule (success) // can’t wear what’s not clothing 
rule (failure) / can’t wear what’s not held rule (failure) / 
can’t wear what’s already worn rule (failure)

for success, the noun must be wearable, must not already 
being worn by the actor, and must be “held” (carried, part 
of) the actor; if the second noun is part of the actor, the 
action will be generated but an implicit take will also be 
generated (and fail by default); for actors other than the 
player, no message is produced for action failure

default command synonyms: don / functional 
synonyms: put / functional synonyms may also apply 
to: dropping (##Drop), inserting it into (##Insert), 
putting it on (##PutOn)

The actor has entangled the whole of or part of the actor’s body 
with the noun (a wearable thing) so that it is now worn, temporarily 
taking possession of the noun (i.e. carrying it) at an intermediate 
point in the process, if necessary [cf. the taking off (##Disrobe) 
action].
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